From Walt Disney Pictures’ PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: THE CURSE OF THE BLACK PEARL
Music From PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN
(A medley including: The Medallion Calls • The Black Pearl • One Last Shot • He’s A Pirate)

B♭ CLARINET 3
Merici College Original

Music by KLAUS BADELT
Arranged by MICHAEL BROWN

Majestically

"The Medallion Calls"

Faster

"The Black Pearl"
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Music From Pirates Of The Caribbean - 1
From Walt Disney Pictures’ PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: THE CURSE OF THE BLACK PEARL

Music From PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN

(A medley including: The Medallion Calls • The Black Pearl • One Last Shot • He’s A Pirate)

B♭ BASS CLARINET

Majestically

Merici College Original

5 “The Medallion Calls”

Faster

49 “The Black Pearl”

57

65

Merici College
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From Walt Disney Pictures’ PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: THE CURSE OF THE BLACK PEARL

Music From PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN
(A medley including: The Medallion Calls • The Black Pearl • One Last Shot • He’s A Pirate)

E♭ ALTO CLARINET

Merici College Original

Music by KLAUS BADELT
Arranged by MICHAEL BROWN

Majestically

“The Medallion Calls”

Faster

“The Black Pearl”
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